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About This Game

A Collection of Bad Moments is an adventure game where you are thrown into a several different challenging short
scenarios through which you must navigate your way out by using your wits! The scenarios vary greatly, from an

asteroid mining mission gone astray and simulated reality world to an airship duel.

Prospector 9

You are serving as a miner in an asteroid when a comet strikes the planet you orbit. Figure a way out of the rock while managing
your oxygen levels by combining water and electrical power cells to synthesize oxygen! Additional discoveries await to be

uncovered in this exotic location.

Roof Escape

You managed to escape with corporate secrets to a SkyCar platform but armed agents who want to do away with you are right
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outside a door that won't hold much longer. Use the surroundings to your advantage and try to sort yourself out of the soaring
heights and deadly enemies!

Beyond Green Lane

You have laid dormant in hibernation for untold years. Now, you have awoken and find yourself seemingly alone in a strange
town within a virtual world. Discover what the mysterious town holds for you, what is its purpose and more importantly, what

lies beyond it!

Sky Captain

You are a captain of an airship, making your way along the clouds on a beautiful day. All is fine until something appears in the
horizon!

The Vault - FREE DLC

Find a way out of a subterranean vault which security system is designed to be manned by two personnel. However, you are on
your own to sort out this puzzle!

Hidden Scenarios

Beyond the five official scenarios, as the player progresses, they might be rewarded with unlockable moments!
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Title: A Collection of Bad Moments
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Sky Trail Ltd
Publisher:
Sky Trail Ltd
Release Date: 12 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista 64-bit

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: With lowest graphics settings, possible to run with lower specs.

English,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Finnish
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Good game. Only plaid two maps but for the price so for so good. Nice grafik and great sound but sometimes hard... A very
interesting idea with a surprisingly good execution. A bit short, but for this price, can't really complain too much.

I would love to see more chapters or a sequel with more depth and longer missions.

If you are into puzzle games you will probably like it but may find it a bit easy. Not sure why it has a "Difficult" tag..
Unpolished but shows potential. Would recommend for price
. Great ideas, but not recommending due to lack of actual video options. Motion blur is too much, gave me a massive headache
and made me feel sick. Will update if video options are added. I ran into a bug, posted a screenshot, and the developer
responded almost immediately. This is a cool game.. A Collection of Bad Puzzle Games. Silent Dracmor from Turtle island
gaming here. Just finished this game, and I must say... HIGHLY reccomended if you enjoy situational abstract puzzles. From
start to finish, I felt challenged and ecouraged to keep playing each inventive scenario. 5\/5!!!

Stay shiny!. Barely works. This game is absolutely awful. It doesn't tell you what your supposed to do and even if it does most of
the time you dont actually know what they mean or where to go or how to do it (edit: well i mean alot of games aren't supposed
to tell u what to do but still!). Most of all its laggy. I played for about 20 minutes and I got very bad framerates. Then, (Contains
a spoiler even though they tell you about the spoiler) I tried the airship level. I lowered the graphics to improve framerates and it
worked. But when I got to the part (Spoiler) where you have to pick the lock, my framrates were instantly dropping. It was like 3
FPS. Maybe I should tell you about the rooftop level. So when it tells you to block the door, I tried to pick up barrels, crates, and
any other object I could find. But the only object I could pick up was this flimsy metal bar. I blocked the door like they told me
to and it did nothing. Don't buy this game. Don't waste $4 of your steam gift card or of your real money on this game and go
spend it on a good game like Garry's Mod or one of the games in the Counter-Strike series. Maybe even buy a new mouse or
keyboard or headphones. (Even though keyboards are a lot more than $4. So are mice. And headphones.) I don't really care what
you spend your money on. Just don't use it on this game.. at the 4 dollar price tag it's alright. I couldn't seem to make the clock
tower work or the shopping cart in the dam so I quit out, but I was kind of bored from the space oxygen level. I guess I was
looking for puzzles and not an exploration game. at 4$ it's good, but if it was above 5 I probably wouldn't recommend it. It's
pretty on the edge for me. Still that first level on the terrace was great and had the stupid ah hah moment that makes puzzle
games fun.
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Challenging, creative and fun! I love puzzle games and this one does not disappoint. Decent graphics and voice acting keep it
interesting. It took me 40 minutes to solve the Rooftop Escape scenario. That's the first one, where armed soldiers are coming to
kill you. For less than $4, this game is a steal! I look forward to the other three scenarios.. Four great puzzles to play through.
Beautiful landscapes and voice acting separate this game from the dozens of other 'atmospheric puzzle games'.
Really good value for your gaming dollar.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/ViBAijfzrqk
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